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THE SONG: Let’s dance
Let’s dance!
Move your arms
Move your hands
Move your �ngers

Thumbs up!
Shake your head
Shake your feet
And shake your hair.

To identify the basic colours.

To know the different parts of the body.

To answer simple questions about
physical qualities.

To recognise the differences between 
two objects of different size.

To count from one to three, associating 
the number to the amount of objects.

To locate objects (on, under).

To produce simple oral messages
that describe a monster.

My little robot 
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ONCE UPON A TIME THERE
WAS A ROBOT BOY.

I’M ALONE, I’M 
BORED. WHAT CAN 

I DO? AHA, I’VE 
GOT AN IDEA!

HELP ME!
I’M BROKEN
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THE ROBOT STARTS MAKING.
SOMETHING.

LOOK! 
THESE ARE YOUR 
FEET AND LEGS! 
THEY ARE GREEN

THANK YOU. 
BUT I NEED 

SOMETHING ELSE
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HE LOOKS
AROUND.

LOOK! THIS IS 
YOUR BODY, IT 

IS RED THANK YOU. 
BUT I STILL NEED 
SOMETHING ELSE
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HE
CONTINUES.

LOOK! THESE ARE 
YOUR ARMS AND 

HANDS. THEY 
ARE BLUE

THANK YOU. 
BUT I’M NOT 
FINISHED YET
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NOW THE MOST
DIFFICULT PART.

LOOK! YOUR FACE 
WITH EYES, EARS, 
A MOUTH AND A 
NOSE. THESE ARE 

YELLOW 

THANK YOU
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NOW HE
IS HAPPY.

AND THAT’S ALL.

WOW! YOU’RE 
FINISHED. NOW WE 
CAN BE FRIENDS 

AND PLAY TOGETHER

YES WE CAN! 
WHAT A GOOD 

IDEA



SESSION 1   Patterns

TODAY IS...

WHAT COLOUR IS THIS?

 Do the series...

play time:
Sitting in a circle the teacher puts some building blocks of two di�erent colours in 
the middle of the circle. The children have to make a series with the two colours. 
The teacher will be the one to start: red, blue, red, blue…
The teacher asks a child to continue the series, Now, red or blue?
Di�erent series will be done for other children to participate.
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TODAY IS...

WHAT’S MISSING?

Complete the face.

play time:
Ask the children to stand up and touch a part of their body,
for example: Touch your mouth. 
The teacher repeats the exercise with di�erent parts of the face, and makes 
the game even more di�cult by asking the children to touch their friend´s 
face. Touch your classmates mouth.

SESSION 3   Vocabulary



Listen to the riddle and put the sticker in the correct place.



SESSION 13   Poster



TODAY IS...

WHERE IS THE ROBOT?

Colour the robot that is under the table.

play time:
Put a chair and a table in front of the group of children, tell a child where to stand, 
without letting the others know.  For Example: Stand on the chair.
Once the child is standing on the chair, ask the rest of the students: 
Where is he/she? He is... . This exercise will be repeated with di�erent children and 
positions. Only use the prepositions: On and under.

SESSION 5  Prepositions
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SESSION 6   Patterns
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TODAY IS...

ARE THEY BIG OR SMALL?

Colour the big robots.

play time:
The teacher explains a game to teach two concepts: BIG and SMALL.
He/She opens his/her arms when it´s big and closes them when it´s small,
and says: Big, big, big, or small, small, small.
The children repeat with the teacher.



TODAY IS...

WHAT’S MISSING?

play time:
Standing up and listening to music, the students only move the part of the 
body that the teacher says.
For Example: Shake your legs, shake your hands…
At �rst the teacher mimes an example, and after he/she stands still so that 
the children move by themselves. This way, he/she can see who is doing the 
exercise correctly.

SESSION 8  Vocabulary
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Draw the legs and the arms.
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TODAY IS...

HOW DOES HE FEEL?

Draw a sad mouth.

play time:
Sitting in a circle the teacher mimes di�erent feelings, saying: 
I´m happy, I´m sad, or I´m angry.
Once the children have learnt all the feelings, they will close their eyes and when they 
open them the teacher mimes a feeling without describing it, and the students have 
to say which feeling has been mimed. 
The teacher asks: How do I feel? and the children answer: You are sad…
The game will be repeated several times, and after a while a boy or girl can be the one 
to mime a feeling for the others to guess.

SESSION 10   Feelings



SESSION 11   Patterns

TODAY IS...

IT HAS GOT...

Listen and colour the robot as the teacher says.

play time:
Draw three robots on the blackboard with a di�erent number of legs and arms.
Five children stand in front of the blackboard, and when the teacher describes a 
robot, the children have to touch the correct one. 
The one who touches the robot �rst, wins. 
For Example: It has got two arms, and three legs.
This exercise will be done several times with di�erent students and robots.
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SESSION 14   Verbs

 WHAT’S HE DOING?

Colour it.

Stand all of the students in front of you and ask them to imitate di�erent actions.  For example:  We are dancing, we are jumping…  
Ask them to repeat the sentence at the same time as they are moving.  Repeat the activity several times.





SESSION 15   Patterns
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TODAY IS...

IT IS...

HE HAS
GOT... 



Vocabulary
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DOG DOG DOG

EYE  

HEAD

HAND

FINGER

MOUTH

HAIR

FOOT / FEET

TOES

EAR

ARM

LEG

SHOULDER




